1.0 MATERIALS AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS

1.1 Window Coverings

.1 Provide blinds on all windows, either horizontal or vertical, of standard manufacture.

.2 Use heavy duty commercial quality for offices or labs. Not to be used for classrooms. Curtains, drapes or interior shutters are not to be used except in special circumstances.

.3 Preferred blinds are 25 mm horizontal or 90 mm vertical.

.4 For renovation work, match blinds of remainder of building where appropriate. Blinds to be aluminum, clear anodized or paint finish.

.5 Demonstrate blind operation to UBC Building Operations Store in fully raised position during construction.

1.2 Black-Out Blinds

.1 Opaque fabrics to be used for black-out blinds; demonstrate suitability to exterior light conditions and building orientation.

.2 Side tracks to secure from lateral loads and light-seal blinds, and prevent rattle.

.3 Demonstrate blind operation to UBC Building Operations Store in fully raised position during construction.

.4 Black-out blinds are to be fully coordinated to operable windows.

.5 Blinds density to suit exterior orientation and light.

.6 Roller type blinds to be specified with chain operator (no cranks).

.7 Provide side tracks to secure blinds from lateral loads and shall not rattle in tracks.

.8 Alcoves for blinds to be painted wood trim or pre-finished metal.

***END OF SECTION***